Thanks Joe. Now that we are making real life weather a critical part of label compliance, it is becoming obvious how unrealistic some of those design standard label restrictions may be. Keep up the good work.

Dave Scott
Pesticide Administrator
Office of Indiana State Chemist
scottde@purdue.edu
765-494-1593

From: Joseph T Ikley [mailto:jikley@purdue.edu]
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2018 10:10 AM
To: Scott, David E <scottde@purdue.edu>; Whittford, Fred. <fwhittford@purdue.edu>
Cc: Waltz, Robert D <rwaltz@purdue.edu>; Wilkinson, Bruce <wilkinson.brace@epa.gov>; Baris, Reuben (Baris.Reuben@epa.gov) <wilkinson.brace@epa.gov>; Becovitz, Joseph David <becovitz@purdue.edu>; Brewer, Robert D <rbdbrewer@purdue.edu>; Carter, Elizabeth C <carter14@purdue.edu>; Creason, Garret A <gcreaso@purdue.edu>; Gibson, Kevin W <kgibson@purdue.edu>; Paul Kelley <pkelley@purdue.edu>; Kreider, Aaron P <akreider@purdue.edu>; Leach, Carrie A <leach13@purdue.edu>; Martin, Andrew G <martinag@purdue.edu>; Rosch, Melissa D <mrosch@purdue.edu>; Davis, Nathan J <dav1280@purdue.edu>; Neal, Kevin W <nealkw@purdue.edu>; Reed, Leo A <reedla@purdue.edu>; Roth, Andrew R <rotha@purdue.edu>; Saxton, George Norman <saxton@purdue.edu>; Wan, Ping <wanp@purdue.edu>; Ewhite@purdue.edu
Subject: Re: June Spray Hours

Dave,

I also realized I forgot to include one key finding in that article. Any time we had average wind speeds over 5 MPH, we had gusts over 10 MPH. So as long as a wind gust over 10 is a label violation, it looks like average wind speeds of 3 to 5 MPH are the realistic scenario we face for application.

Joe

Joe Ikley
Weed Science Program Specialist
Purdue University
915 West State Street
W. Lafayette, IN 47907
e-mail - jikley@purdue.edu
From: Scott, David E <scottde@purdue.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2018 10:01 AM
To: Joseph T Ikley; Whitford, Fred.
Cc: Waltz, Robert D; Wilkinson, Bruce (wilkinson.bruc@epa.gov); Baris, Reuben (Baris.Reuben@epa.gov); Becovitz, Joseph David; Brewer, Robert D; Carter, Elizabeth C; Creason, Garret A; Gibson, Kevin W; Kelley, Paul J; Kreider, Aaron P; Leach, Carrie A; Martin, Andrew G; Rosch, Melissa D; Davis, Nathan J; Neal, Kevin W; Reed, Leo A; Roth, Andrew R; Saxton, George Norman; Wan, Ping; White, Edward M
Subject: RE: June Spray Hours

Thanks Joe. This helps drive home the point if we are truly serious about label compliance, and the consequences for failure to do so.

Dave Scott
Pesticide Administrator
Office of Indiana State Chemist
scottde@purdue.edu
765-494-1593

From: Joseph T Ikley [mailto:jikley@purdue.edu]
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2018 2:36 PM
To: Scott, David E <scottde@purdue.edu>; Whitford, Fred. <fwhitford@purdue.edu>
Subject: June Spray Hours

FYI,

Just posted on Pest and Crop this morning. Even with our wind gauge located at 3 feet, not much has changed from last year.


Joe

Joe Ikley
Weed Science Program Specialist
Purdue University
915 West State Street
W. Lafayette, IN 47907
e-mail: jikley@purdue.edu
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